Hi to any one reading this, what follows is a bunch of effects a friend of mine is
selling, all the items are in excellent condition most are as new and unused, If
anyone is interested please give me a call on 07971187784 or e-mail
steve@magic1.freeserve.co.uk
Items can be posted but buyer will have to pay costs
Regards
Steve Pratt

The Invisible Hand (Device and DVD Set)
Retails at £130 approx will accept £90
Hold Out Magic at its best
The Invisible Hand gives you thousands of possibilities for amazing miracles.
You can vanish, change colours, sizes or shapes of different objects, cut and restore
a rope, etc.
You can show your hands before and after the effect.
It is useful either in close up, parlor or stage.
The Invisible Hand is the new name we give to an old device originally known as
Hold Out. You can do wonders in your magic act with this device. You can vanish
different objects, change colors, sizes or shapes, cut and restore a rope, etc.;
standing in front of the audience with your hands away from your body and away
from the table. You can show your hands before and after the effect.
In this DVD set you will learn 29 astonishing effects. In Volume One, you'll see the
history of the Hold Out and the background of the Invisible Hand. You'll see the
legendary Kepplinger, an original Jack Miller Hold Out and other models.
Furthermore, you'll find a detailed description of The Invisible hand, setting, basic
moves and advanced techniques and subtleties. Finally you'll watch and learn one of
the most beautiful effects you can do with the Invisible Hand: "The Silk Story." In the
second DVD you'll learn in detail more than ten powerful parlor routines.
These are professional and audience tested routines. Watch and learn amazing and
wonderful versions of Rising Card, Cut and Restored Rope, Bending Spoon,
Dancing Silk, Bill in Pen, Newspaper Test and many more. The third DVD explains
incredible stage and close up effects. Moreover you'll find a unique version of the
famous Vanishing Birdcage in which the magician takes off his coat in front of the
audience after the vanishing!
Watch and learn all the wonderful effects: * Silk Story * Rising Card * The Invisible
Ball routine * The Bill in the Pen * The Amazing Vanishing of Silk and Coin * The

Newspaper Test * The Magic Bulb * Fire from Everywhere * Fire-Silk and Ball routine
* Smoking your Thumb * Spoon Bending * Free Choice * The Gazing Watch * The
Magnetic cue * Alternative Ending for Silk Story * My first Sucker Trick * Magnetic
Pencil * Vanishing Pen * Flash Silk Vanish * Chop Cup Final Load * The Vanishing
Lighter * Knife Routine * Vanishing Pen * Vanishing Coin in Trousers * Vanishing
Coin in the Tie * Magic Purse * The Hypnotized Silk * The Bill Neff Rope Routine *
The Vanishing Bird Cage
DVD Running Time Approximately 3 hours.
Gimmick: the newly designed Pull will revolutionize your Magic!

Twizted Eric Jones
Retails at £30 will accept £20
Eric's take on twisting the aces. Four cards are used, one at at time the cards turn
face up in progressively more visual, and impressive ways. The routine is modular in
the sense that Eric provides several ways to do this effect surrounded, and each
revelation can be interchanged with any other to suit the style of the performer.
Eclipse - The least demanding, yet most visual effect on the DVD! Two cards are
shown front and back and without any cover at all, one of the cards visibly turns face
down, and then instantly turns face up again while educating the spectator about
eclipses.
Twizted Grasshopper - WORTH THE PRICE OF THE DVD - Eric collaborates with
underground magician Rahat to bring you their version of Paul Harris' Grasshopper
effect. A FREELY chosen card is openly placed between two face up court cards
and set aside. Two other court cards are shown front and back and set down. The
selected card VISIBLY vanishes from between the two sandwich cards and is found
between the second set of cards.
Sandwich With A Twizt - Featuring the Passless Pass - Eric teaches a very easy to
perform handling of the classic sandwich plot where two court cards visibly sandwich
a freely selected card without ever coming near the pack. You only need to be able
to control a card on the top. Can't do a pass or sidesteal? No problem. Eric teaches
a new move called the Passless Pass that will change the magicians control cards.
Extreme Twizt - A face down card is openly placed between two other face down
cards. The card visibly turns face up twice, and the cards back even changes color in
this angle proof rendition of Paul Harris' Bizarre Twist.
All necessary cards provided.

Running Time Approximately: 90min

Render by Sean Scott
Retails at £25 approx will accept £15
RENDER is REAL magic on your digital device! Use with various makes and models
of phones/media players.
"I did not see that coming! 3-D meets digital magic." - CYRIL TAKAYAMA
Use your smartphone/media player to bring photos, videos & applications into the
REAL world. 2D interactively changes to 3D, all on top of your device's screen.
Features:
Produce 3-D souvenirs from digital images. Flowers, origami, playing cards, candy
and coins are only a few possibilities.
Interactively vanish and morph objects.
Use borrowed objects.
Device and hands may be shown clean before the effect.
Imagination is the only limit. Use your own objects, videos, photos & applications.
Additional media content available.
Receive updates and bonus material.
RENDER is a special device for your phone. It is included along with the RENDER
DVD, which will give you complete step by step instruction.
Requirements:
Can be used with various makes and models of phones/media players.
For use with hand held devices capable of viewing/taking photos, videos or
applications.
Running Time Approximately: 51min

Function 9 Calen Morelli
Retails £26.99 will accept £15.00
Function 9 is a collection of nine effects from the mind of Calen Morelli. These 2
discs contain effects that are practical and hard hitting using everything from playing
cards to rubber bands to chewing gum. Each effect is taught in detail covering over 3
hours on the 2 dvds.
VGH(a+b) = (a) A selected card visually jumps from the deck to your hands, ending
in between the spectators hands! (b) An in hands and extremely visual version of
Paul Harris' grasshopper effect.

PEN IN BOTTLE = A pen visually jumps inside a full bottle of water.
TRANSPORT = You hold a cell phone and the spectator holds a cell phone. A
rubber band is wrapped around the cell phone in your hand. The band visually
vanishes from the phone in your hands and reappears on the phone they have been
holding the entire time!
=(bonus) = A borrowed ring instantly links onto a few rubber bands worn on your
wrist then it melts off just as impossibly.
TRANSPORT(impromptu) = All the great things about transport but impromptu.
SUSPENDED = You hang one band on another. Then in an instant half of the
supporting band vanishes for just a moment leaving the band hanging in the air!
Pure visual goodness!
LOADED(1.0) = If you perform card under box, you will love this powerful routine!
LOADED(2.0) = A card to hat with a kicker ending that will blow your audience away!
FRICTION = An insanely visual rubber band thru bill routine! Impromptu and easy to
learn.
SUGAR FREE = A piece of gum visually jumps from the pack to your mouth,
instantly!
TRANSIT = An ordinary rubber band is wrapped around your finger and visually
jumps from finger to finger. Calen is back with two new handling on this super visual
effect.

Instant Radio V2
Retais £35 approx will accept £25
With Instant Radio Ver2 you'll be able to create miracles in your bare hands.Touch, squeeze
or press anything and it becomes a Radio.... yes, real FM Radio sounds from anything.Your
hands are always totally empty, yet the Radio sounds really do seem to come from the object
you're holding. It's so easy to do, and you've got nothing to palm, hide or get rid of.
The illusion is perfect, and you'll instantly be getting incredible audience reactions with
Instant Radio Ver2!
ANYTHING YOU TOUCH
Anything & everything you touch can turn into an authentic Radio! Touch, press or squeeze
anything and transform it into a Radio! All made possible with the aid of modern electronics.
You'll hear Music & real FM Radio from anywhere and anything! Hands are always
absolutely and completely empty! Always ready, nothing to pre-set.
LET THEM HEAR IT CLOSE UP

Let them hear it…… put your hand or the object to the spectator’s ear – they’ll swear the
sound is coming directly from there! Much improved technology – much more convincing.
Squeeze a sponge ball and hear the sounds of a Radio – then squeeze it again to turn it off.
Take a Matchbox, 'catch some airwaves' and then stun your audience as you open the drawer
to reveal real FM Radio! Close the matchbox and it stops!
Cup both your hands together and ‘catch some airwaves’ – the sound of the Radio really does
seem to come straight from your bare hands! That’s what makes this so remarkable – better
than any previous inferior models.
Have your Business Card printed with a red button on it, or with a picture of a Radio printed
on the back. Give out your card after performing 'Instant Radio' by pressing the button!!!
Integrate Instant Radio Ver2 into any and all of your effects & routines, close-up, Table
hopping, Kids shows, clowning .... even stage"
This is one effect you will carry with you regularly and we guarantee you’ll have so much
fun with it.
Use it with ANYTHING!
You'll soon be making everything come to life!
CLOSE-UP • WALK AROUND • RESTAURANT •SHOWS • TRADE SHOWS •
CLOWNS •TABLE HOPPING • IMPROMPTU........ and even ON STAGE!
This is one effect you will carry with you regularly and we guarantee you’ll have so much
fun with it. Use it with ANYTHING! You'll soon be making everything come to life!
Makes a great start to your close-up routine – a perfect ice-breaker and attention grabber for
walk round, close-up workers, street magic, restaurant workers.... infact all types of
magicians....
EASY & QUICK TO USE
Easy to use - you'll be using this just 15-20 minutes after some minimal handling - and no
skill required.
UNIQUE ACTIVATION SYSTEM
You'll love the unique and innovative 'Cushionair' switch design - making 'Instant Radio'
simple and a pleasure to use. Sure-fire, natural, trouble-free, undetectable and reliable. More
user friendly, set-up is a breeze and no more wires down your pants!!!
Will not go off accidentally. Under your complete control at all times. Plays only when you
want it to.
Sets up in seconds. Can remain set up all day and is discreet, reliable and totally unobtrusive but ready to perform anytime and instantly! You'll even fool yourself!.
Your hands are always empty - genuinely.
You can perform this totally surrounded and in any conditions. There's nothing to hide.
Always ready and can be performed ‘totally impromptu’ without any pre-setting, fiddling or
preparation.
You'll be using this within 15-20 minutes of handling practice.
Used by skilled professionals through to complete beginners, limited only by your
imagination, and soooooo EASY TO USE!
Comes complete with fully detailed and comprehensive 12 page colour instruction book,
tough protective travelling/carry case, Cushionair Switch * Adjustagrip Switch Housing

* Llarge resin Radio Dial * 2 Radio design business cards. All fully equipped and ready
to go!

Chinese Linking Rings
Will accept £35
Full set of eight Uday10 inch rings
1 x Key 2 x Singles 1 x 2 link

1 x 3 link

Rattled Dan Hauss
Retails £26 approx will accept £15
First there was Flow...Dan Hauss' ingenious best seller using an innocent bottle of
water.
This time he's using just the cap...
You unscrew the plain white cap off your water bottle and put a coin under the bottle
cap. You take a step back from the table so there's no way you can get near the cap
or the coin.
Your friend now shakes the cap and definitely HEARS and FEELS the coin RATTLE
inside.
And without you touching ANYTHING she shakes the cap again...and the
RATTLING suddenly STOPS! Just stunning empty SILENCE.
She looks under the cap...the coin has VANISHED! The empty cap can be closely
examined.
No coin, no rattle sound, nothing. Just an innocent plastic bottle cap and you've
been standing away from everything the entire time!
You can then place a glass under the table..."CLINK"... and the coin drops through
the table into the glass! OR...the vanished coin appears under a second empty cap
that's been held by someone else! (Dan's ingenious gimmick does the work for you).
You Have Options!
Entire rattle/vanish action is done by the spectator. You never touch the
cap! Perform surrounded.
Carry the cap in your pocket, or unscrew it from a water bottle.
Resets in ten seconds (The Rattled re-set technology is a joy to behold). No
switches! Very Easy to do. No palming required Includes Rattled Coin In Bottle and
Rattled Ring on Finger
Options to perform with signed coins and small objects.
Includes 2 Fully Gimmicked Caps
A SECOND gimmicked cap is included so you can explore all the glorious two-cap
RATTLED combinations.
DAN HAUSS' RATTLED: 100% gimmicked. 100% examinable

Designed to Astonish. Built to Last.

